U.S. Tsubaki proudly introduces Iron Hawk to our distinguished mining portfolio. Engineered, forged and made in the U.S.A. to be as resilient and tough as the miner it was developed to serve.

www.ustsubaki.com
(800) 323-7790
• Direct drop in replacement for most OEM shuttle car and straight bed equipment.
• Proprietary heat treatment throughout for ultimate performance and extended life.
• Four standard wingspans (22.5”/26.5”/30.5”/36.2”); custom lengths available.
• Full line of mating sprockets available.
• 100% made in the U.S.A.

Innovative flight design for enhanced and efficient material transfer

All-American alloy forgings for superior toughness & durability

All-American spring steel snap ring construction; highly secure, easy to work with

Engineering Chain Plant - Sandusky, OH

American Made. American Strong.™